
attentional processing [18]. These studies

typically measure cognitive modulation of

activity in extra-foveal representations,

and it remains to be seen if foveal superior

colliculus will exhibit similar cognitive

properties. The magnified foveal

representation will, at the very least, likely

play a substantial role in attention, given

recent work showing selective attention

within foveal vision [19] and the known

interactions between microsaccades and

covert selection [11]. Investigating all the

implications of such a fundamental shift in

the understanding of how the superior

colliculus represents visual space will

take many years of work.

Moving the eyes to leverage high-acuity

foveal vision is inherent to how humans

explore and perceive visual

environments. Chen et al. [3] shift the

superior colliculus narrative by showing it

is a key player in active foveal perception.

Regrettably, over the past few decades

few studies have attempted to investigate

this fundamental aspect of vision. This is

in large part due to the difficulty imposed

by fixational eye movements, but another

factor has been the shift to model

organisms, such as the mouse, that do

not possess a fovea. Hopefully, the recent

advancement in stimulus presentation

[20] and the intriguing results from Chen

et al. [3] will reinvigorate the field to study

a critical part of human experience, foveal

vision.
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African elephants are under threat, especially from poaching for illegal

ivory trade. New monitoring data show a dramatic increase in

elephant poaching in northern Botswana, where the largest remaining

population of African elephants resides.

Many plant and animal species have

evolved a dependency on the natural

services African elephants provide. As the

world’s largest land mammal with

immense resource needs, elephants

maintain habitat diversity and disperse

seeds of trees important for carbon

capture [1–4]. They also provide

considerable economic contributions

through ecotourism [5]. Nevertheless,

between 1979 and 2015, poaching for

ivory reduced Africa’s elephant

population from an estimated 1.3 million

to around 400,000 individuals. One can

only imagine how such losses impacted

this highly intelligent and socially complex

species, let alone their ecological

communities. Today, nearly half of
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Africa’s elephants live in the Kavango

Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area

(KAZA) spanning Botswana, Zimbabwe,

Namibia, Zambia and Angola [6]. It was

just a matter of time before major criminal

poaching organizations began to exploit

this population. A new paper in this issue

of Current Biology by Scott Schlossberg

and colleagues [7] indicates that such

exploitation may have already begun.

Schlossberg and colleagues [7]

meticulously document a substantial rise

in poaching in northern Botswana

between 2014 and 2018. Signs of

poaching include: a six-fold increase in

fresh elephant carcasses and a significant

increase in the carcass ratio (total carcass

count divided by the sum of live and dead

elephants). All fresh and recent carcasses

inspected showed clear signs of being

poached. Schlossberg and colleagues [7]

identified five poaching hotspots

characterized by a recent increase in the

number and clustering of carcasses and a

decrease in live elephants. Equally

important, they systematically explore

numerous plausible alternative

explanations for the observed mortality

patterns (e.g. drought, food shortage,

crowding and human elephant conflict),

none of which are supported by the data.

Schlossberg and colleagues [7] raise

concern that the extensive signs of

poaching they observed could indicate an

impending population crash. Botswana

may argue that won’t happen to them, but

that view is contradicted by a long history

of elephant strongholds quickly

collapsing in countries across the

continent [7,8]. More recently, elephant

populations in Zimbabwe, Gabon and

Mozambique shrank by more than 70%

since 2001, 2004 and 2009, respectively

[6]. South Africa similarly believed they

could protect their rhinos from poaching,

but the high value of black-market rhino

horn led to brutal losses over the last

decade despite sophisticated anti-

poaching efforts [9].

Elephant poaching has become

dominated by large transnational criminal

organizations with the potential to wipe

out populations in record time. Such

criminal activity is not easy to contain

once entrenched [10,11]. Yet, given

effective monitoring reported on a timely

basis, such as that provided by

Schlossberg and colleagues [7], poaching

is one threat of many that we can reduce

as long as decision makers and the public

listen and act without delay.

Poaching trends are best monitored

over time by population surveys,

including: carcass ratios based on the

number of live versus dead animals; the

proportion of illegally killed elephants

among observed carcasses; and the

number, size and origins of transnational

ivory seizures. When all three metrics

converge, as is now happening in KAZA, it

is careless to ignore them. A 19-country

survey of savannah elephants in 2015 [12]

found the highest carcass ratios occurring

in Cameroon, southeast Zambia and

southeast Angola, the latter two of which

neighbor northern Botswana [12]. The

proportion of illegally killed elephants

increased in southern Africa during 2017

and 2018 and now exceeds that of East

Africa [13]. At a single Botswanan site, the

proportion of illegally killed elephants

increased by approximately 60% in 2018

and is at unsustainable levels (>0.60) in

three nearby Zambian sites [13]. Analyses

of recent large ivory seizures suggest that

the largest poaching hotspot in Africamay

be shifting south from East Africa [1] to

northern Botswana and neighboring

countries (Figure 1). Why does this

confluence of evidence appear to have

little impact on many southern African

decision makers?

Decades of divisive debate over

whether ivory sales will increase or

decrease poaching-related elephant

declines has too often obstructed swift

action despite numerous reports of

intensive poaching and associated

population reductions [14]. One side of

the debate argues that ivory trade

anywhere is a threat to elephants

everywhere. Essentially, sanctioned sales

from any single nation creates

opportunities to disguise illegal ivory as

legal, increasing incentives to poach and

traffic such contraband. The other side

argues that an open (legal) market can

replace a black market, with proceeds

ploughed back into local conservation.

Sound science can help bridge this

political and economic divide by

providing the highest certainty that

poaching is accelerating and urgent

action is needed. Sadly, time and again,

this debate has sidelined sound science
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Figure 1. Genetic evidence indicates that Africa’s largest poaching hotspot may be shifting
south to the KAZA.
Geographic origins of large ivory seizuresmade across Africa and Asia (top left) between 2006 and 2015, in

Angola 2018 (bottom left), and in Malaysia 2016–2017 (right). Blue circles represent the genetically

assigned origin of each tusk in the seizure. Crosses illustrate the locations of reference DNA samples

used to assign origin to each tusk. The location, date and size of each seizure are also shown. Seizures

in top left are zoomed in to show eastern Africa, with Tanzania colored dark brown as a point of

reference and a diamond showing where the ivory was exported out of Africa. Data from [1,2], methods

are described in [1].
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to the detriment of relevant decision

making [14].

With the exception of Angola, the KAZA

nations have a history of petitioning for

commercial ivory trade. Botswana,

Namibia, Zimbabwe and South Africa

successfully petitioned CITES to downlist

their elephant populations starting in the

late 1990s; sanctioned sales of national

ivory stocks followed in 2002 and 2008

[14]. Along with Zambia, these countries

are petitioning CITES for renewed legal

trade at the upcoming 18th Conference of

the Parties. Previous attempts by Zambia

to downlist their elephants failed due to

significant seizures of tusks from its

elephants (6.5 tons and 0.7 tons seized in

Singapore in 2002 and 2007, respectively)

[14]. Their current request again comes in

the midst of unsustainable poaching

there. In Botswana, the former

administration shifted from promoting

legal trade and hunting to a total ban on

both, along with a shoot-to-kill policy

against poachers. The current

administration appears to have shifted

back by recently lifting the elephant

hunting ban (Botswana lifts hunting ban)

under the guise of reducing human–

elephant conflict. More likely, resuming

elephant hunts is aimed towards

reestablishing a high-end trophy hunting

industry, servicing elites as opposed to a

means to attend to needs of rural

communities living near protected areas.

Hunting to benefit marginalized

communities represents a dangerous and

unproven tactic when more durable

economic opportunities are needed.

Legal hunting could also make monitoring

poaching more difficult if carcasses are

not carefully tracked. At worst, the added

carcasses could make it easier for

poachers to carry on undetected. It is

difficult to imagine how these countries

can take such a turn when so many

metrics argue that poaching and the

illegal ivory trade continue unabated.

Killing, whether poaching, culling or

hunting, is myopic. These reactive tactics

are more likely to exacerbate human–

elephant conflict, causing long-term

negative impacts on both elephants and

neighboring human communities. Killing

encourages surviving family members to

flee danger zones including so-called

protected areas. Heavy poaching appears

to have repeatedly pushed forest

elephants from Congo into Uganda [15],

leading to high rates of hybridization

between forest and savannah elephants

there [16]. These unidirectional

movements also coincidedwith increased

crop raiding [15]. Killing elephant

matriarchs for their large tusks

compounds the problem. It removes the

female leaders along with their knowledge

of scarce water during drought [17].

Leaderless herds in unknown habitat are

likely to wander more widely, potentially

increasing their likelihood of encountering

crops. Stress associated with loss of

matriarchs also leads to a cascade of

other negative effects [18]. Conversely,

providing wildlife corridors to encourage

movements of elephants across borders,

often unnaturally restricted by fences,

offers a far better solution to relieve locally

high densities. Given access, elephants

are known to return to former habitat when

conditions become safe again [19].

Facilitating movements across

borders is also more likely to promote

resilient ecosystems as well as

wildlife–human coexistence. This is

especially the case when combined with

adequate resource management in buffer

zones next to protected areas and

coordinated multi-national law

enforcement efforts to combat poaching

and trafficking.

Governments and managers need to

listen to and act upon sound science to

assure they make wise and holistic

management decisions. We can’t afford

to get this wrong. It’s time to move

beyond the notion that killing at risk

species provides a tool to conserve them.

The stakes are too high and political

resistance is influenced by too many

factors independent of truth. Evidence,

like that presented by Schlossberg and

colleagues [7], is needed to accurately

inform the debate, unite political divisions

and create a lasting coexistence between

nature and mankind.
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Despite their small size and lack of membrane-based DNA encapsulation, prokaryotic cells still organize and

scale their nucleoid in specific subcellular regions. Two studies show that the DNA-free regions in

prokaryotes are full of large biomolecules, which exclude DNA via entropic forces.

The apparent complexity and diversity of

living organisms belies simple and

intuitive morphological scaling

relationships. During human

development, the unique physiology of

the brain [1] means that its growth is

slower than that of the body, leading to

infants having proportionally larger heads

than adults [2]. By contrast, most other

organs such as the heart scale with body

size. Such scaling phenomena also occur

within single cells, whose components

can occupy distinct physical spaces. For

instance, eukaryotic cells enclose most

of their genetic material in the nucleus,

physically separated from the cytoplasm

by two layers of membrane. As these

cells increase in size, they robustly

regulate their nuclear size to maintain an

approximately constant ratio with the

overall size of the cell [3]. Unlike

eukaryotes, prokaryotic cells lack

membrane-based encapsulation of their

DNA, which instead co-mingles with

other cellular components [4,5];

nonetheless, they can achieve exquisite

organization of chromosomal loci [6].

Two new studies by Gray et al. [7] in Cell

and Wu et al. [8] in Current Biology

demonstrate that bacterial cells are also

capable of regulating nucleoid size and

positioning, and highlight the

consequences of biophysical

interactions between the nucleoid and

the cytoplasm.

The quest to determine whether

organellar sizes scale with cell size dates

back more than a century and the initial

focus was on nuclei, with the extensive

observations of Conklin [3] showing that

at each stage of embryonic development,

nuclear sizes precisely scale with cell size

despite continuous growth and division.

Similar scaling phenomena were later

identified for other cellular components

such as themitochondria [9] and the Golgi

complex [10], leading to the hypothesis

that regulation of the relative sizes of all

components is optimal for cellular

functions. As the largest structure inside

prokaryotic cells, the chromosome is a

natural focal point for size-scaling studies,

although the lack of obvious confinement

mechanisms means that the

chromosome can in principle diffuse

freely across the whole cell. While

prokaryotes lack nucleosomes, they

contain many proteins that associate

with, and potentially structure, the

chromosome [11]. Moreover, the

chromosome in at least some bacterial

species forms compact, highly self-

interacting domains [12], suggesting that

bacterial chromosomes may organize in a

conceptually similar manner to eukaryotic

DNA. Indeed, the nucleoids in Escherichia

coli cells have been observed to occupy

only specific regions of the cell [4,5],

implicating the existence of underlying

mechanisms that regulate the size and

position of bacterial chromosomes. To

further investigate the connection

between nucleoid size and cell size, Gray

et al. [7] surveyed these quantities across

>40 bacterial and archaeal strains,

revealing that each strain robustly

maintains a species-specific ratio

between nucleoid size and cell size. Wu

et al. [8] took a complementary approach

and studied the position and size of a

single chromosome copy in replication-

arrested E. coli cells, discovering that

although longer cells accommodated a

larger nucleoid size, the nucleoid was
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In the preparation of themanuscript, a referencing error occurred. Two references [7, 8] were supposed to be cited together. Instead,

only one of the two references [7] was cited in the correct place, and the second reference [8] was mistakenly cited in the following

sentence, where an earlier reference [6] should have been re-cited. These errors have now been corrected online. The authors apol-

ogize for the errors.
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